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4 4 
Firs tt  stud y on th e establishmen t 
off  bran d representation s 
Thee previous chapters set the theoretical f rame for the empirical studies conducted 

onn brand representations in memory. Chapter one sets out t o identi fy which at t r ib-

utess underl ie representations of brands. A review of brand-related l i terature pro-

videdd the Inventory of Brand Representation Att r ibutes (IBRA), an extensive 

overvieww of possible brand representation attr ibutes. Chapter t w o addresses the 

memoryy storage of brand-related knowledge. It describes briefly and in chrono-

logicall order a number of memory models, leading up to frame theory, as advo-

catedd by Lawrence Barsalou. This is one of the few theories on knowledge repre-

sentationn that makes explicit statements on the nature of concepts and their f lexi-

bil i tyy in manifestations. In frame theory concepts (brands) are conceptualized t o be 

organizedd in memory by frames of attr ibute-value sets, and the act ivat ion of these 

framess varies, among other things, according to the activation context. The th i rd 

chapterr discusses ways in which brand representations are currently established by 

researchh methods developed in market research practices. It also addresses some 

importantt factors in the activation of brand representations: activation cues, the 

evaluationn context, and involvement. 

Thesee theoretical considerations led to a proposit ion regarding the nature of 

brandd representations, and regarding how they are established. It has been 

def inedd that the memory representation of a brand consists of a set of product-, 

brand-,, and consumer-related attr ibutes. The manifestat ion (i.e. the brand image) 

off this representation is f lexible, as the exact conf igurat ion of the set of attr ibutes 

varies,, among other things, according to the number and kind of cues presented 

andd according to evaluation context. This assumption is tested in t w o studies, 

whichh wi l l be described in detail in the fo l lowing chapters. Two opt ions exist: the 

assumptionn is either t rue or false. If the assumption turns out to be false, this 

wou ldd mean tha t the establishment of a brand representation is independent of 

thee method appl ied. As such it wou ld not matter wha t kind of method an adver-

tiserr pays for t o have his brand investigated. Al l unique ways of deriving brand-

relatedd knowledge f rom consumers offered by market research agencies wou ld be 

equallyy useful and val id. Support of the assumption wou ld have implications for 

thee present practice of brand representation research. If it turns out that the estab-

lishmentt of a brand representation does vary according t o the factors discussed, 

thiss would imply that a unique result could be obtained f rom each consulted 

researchh agency. To exaggerate, an advertiser could get as many brand images as 

theree are research methods. Now which one is the r ight one? Which agency 

deservess the advertiser's money? 
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AA second proposition is that product-related brands need not be identical with 
respectt to their representational structure. The definition of brand representation 
statess that a brand is comprised of a unique set of attributes and values, in a 
uniquee configuration. This implies that product-related brands need not be identi-
call and can differ both on the set of attributes that underlie their representation, 
andd also on the values that define their attributes. That said, in the practice of mar-
kett research, product-related brands are frequently researched simultaneously, by 
onlyy one similar (usually standardized) measure. This practice apparently assumes 
thatt product-related brands are all similar with respect to their representational 
structure,, and are thus all represented by whatever attribute the method intends 
too establish. If this assumption were true then there is no reason to criticize stan-
dardizedd measurement methods, as long as they appeal to those attributes that 
underliee all brands within the product category under study. If not, then it needs to 
bee recognized that the measurement is not equally valid to all brands included in a 
study.. This may mean that results are biased when only some brands are repre-
sentedd by the 'method-assumed' attribute and others are not, or results become 
irrelevantt when none of the brands under study are represented by the method-
assumedd attribute. 

Thee empirical studies conducted and presented in the following chapters investi-
gatee the memory representation structures for a number of brands. The studies 
willl ideally support the notions that brand representations are flexible associative 
structures,, and that product-related brands can differ on their representational 
structure. . 

AA new methodology has been proposed in the previous chapter, which allows 
researchh into the effect of providing cues to an evaluating respondent on the 
establishmentt of a brand representation. The methodology consists of a free asso-
ciationn (FA) method and the so-called informed association (IA) method. Both will 
bee described in detail in following paragraphs. Main difference is that free associ-
ationn presents respondents with only one cue: the brand name. Informed associa-
tionn takes respondents through the total set of attributes listed in the IBRA. It pre-
sentss a wide range of cues on which respondents are to elaborate. This chapter 
describess a first study conducted using this new methodology, in which two Dutch 
beerr brands were evaluated by a group of respondents. The brands concern 
Heinekenn and Grolsch, and the study will therefore be referred to as the H-G study. 
Thee H-G study primarily intends to explore the cue effect set out in previous chap-
ters,, and the notion of suspected brand representation structure differences. 
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4.11 Hypotheses 

4 .1 .11 Cu e e f f e c t 

Withh respect t o the cue effect, the fo l lowing hypothesis is explored for both Heine-

kenn and Grolsch: 

1.. The brand representation structure as obtained by free association differs 

f romm the structure as obtained by informed association. Relatively more con-

cretee attr ibutes (i.e. product attributes) wi l l be evoked by free association, 

whereass more abstract attr ibutes (i.e. brand personification) wi l l be consid-

eredd in informed association. 

Thee general expectation is that attr ibutes evoked by FA are those that are easy to 

verbalize,, and therefore easy to respond to . These wi l l probably be attr ibutes of a 

concretee nature, like product-related attr ibutes. By actively point ing out to 

respondentss the possibility of other, less easy-to-verbalize attr ibutes, the IA 

methodd may yield a di f ferent result. Probably attr ibutes of a more abstract, sym-

bolicc nature wi l l be described in the init ial card though t list, and consequently 

becomee candidates for the description of the brand. 

4 .1 .22 B ran d r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s t r u c t u r e d i f f e r e n c e s 

Secondly,, the brand representation structures of the brands Heineken and Grolsch 

aree compared. The fo l lowing hypothesis is tested: 

2.. Heineken and Grolsch wi l l dif fer f rom each other by their brand representa-

t ionn structure. Both data obtained by FA as wel l as by IA wi l l show this differ-

ence.. The effect wi l l be stronger, however, on IA than on FA. 

Beforee describing the study and its results, specific a t tent ion should be paid to the 

IBRAA version used in the H-G study. The IBRA as presented in chapter one of this 

dissertationn reflects the f inal version. In the early stages of this research project, 

severall IBRA versions have been drawn up, and revised fo l lowing ongoing review 

off l i terature. Revisions are also made fo l lowing f indings f rom the H-G study. The H-

GG study uses an earlier version of the IBRA than that presented in chapter one. Two 

mainn differences between the earlier and f inal IBRA versions exist. The first differ-

encee concerns consumer-related attr ibutes, such as personal reference. No explicit 

consumer-relatedd at t r ibute group was distinguished initially, and only added after 

thee analyses of the H-G study. The second difference is a fur ther specification of 

organizat ionn attr ibutes in the f inal IBRA version, such as organizat ion abil ity and 

organizat ionn social responsibility. The earlier version only included a general orga-

nizationn at t r ibute. The earlier IBRA version distinguished product-related attr ib-

utess f rom brand-related attr ibutes, and covered in to ta l nine main at t r ibute 

groupss and 45 specific attr ibutes. The IBRA version used in the H-G study covered 

thee fo l lowing attr ibutes: product characteristics, product usage, brand identifiers, 

pricee & quality, brand personification, market, organizat ion, advertising, and at t i -

tudee & purchase behavior. Table 4.1 (first and second column) presents the 45 spe-

cificc attr ibutes covered by the first IBRA version. 
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4.22 Methods 

4 .2 .11 Fre e a s s o c i a t i o n 

Thee FA method presented respondents w i th only one cue: the brand name. In the 

H-GG study respondents received either the brand name Heineken or Grolsch. 

Fol lowingg the instruction, respondents were asked to concentrate on the brand 

name,, and after some minutes of deliberation, to list all thoughts on the brand on 

paper.. Paper and pencil were provided and the papers had the brand name pr inted 

onn top . The researcher left the room, and returned after 30 minutes. During this 

per iod,, respondents could list thoughts. Figure 4.1 presents the instruction for FA 

onn the brand Heineken. 

4.2.1.14.2.1.1 Data coding and analyses 

Thee responses of each respondent were initially coded into one of the 45 attr ibutes 

listedd in the first IBRA version. With these codes the usefulness of the IBRA as a 

codee scheme for consumer responses was explored. Responses that could not be 

codedd due t o their content were inspected to see if they included certain attr ibutes 

tha tt were not yet included in the IBRA. This first analysis addressed the question of 

howw wel l the IBRA code scheme covers brand evaluative responses resulting f rom 

thee FA method. Secondly, t o enhance later comparabil i ty between methods, the 

responsess were recoded according to the 35 attr ibutes used in the IA method (see 

tab lee 4.1). Next the frequencies of coded responses were calculated. For each 

a t t r ibu tee group the percentage of responses was calculated. Also, t o obta in a mea-

suree of the relative relevance of each single at t r ibute, for each brand the coded 

responsess were ranked by frequency. This provided insight into which attr ibutes 

resultt f rom the FA method for each brand, and what their relative relevance to the 

brandss under study is. 

4.2.1.24.2.1.2 Note on the order of responses 

Thee order in which the responses were listed was also coded. This order could be 

consideredd an estimate of a t t r ibu te strength. However, response order is only con-

sideredd interesting for the f irst response given. To my opinion, no judgment w i t h 

respectt to the strength of at t r ibutes can be derived f rom the order of second, th i rd 

andd later responses, because the activation and verbalization of attr ibutes do not 

necessarilyy occur in perfect correspondence. For example, one could start w i t h ver-

bal iz ingg all at tr ibutes tha t are strong, and then continue to verbalize all at tr ibutes 

relatedd to these first ones, but at a second, lower strength level. Another plausible 

act ivat ionn process wou ld be tha t after l isting a first, strong at t r ibute, one proceeds 

w i t hh listing related, but weaker attr ibutes. As such, one activates and verbalizes a 

certainn trace in memory. When this trace has stopped activating related concepts, 

onee returns to the init ial target concept, and starts the process all over for the sec-

ondd strongest a t t r ibute and its related memory trace. As both instances are equally 

plausiblee no one-on-one relat ion can be assumed between the strength and the 

orderr of responses. The first response is t he only one that can be assumed to be the 

strongestt a t t r ibute. 
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Tabl ee 4 .1 : (firs t version ) IBRA attribute s and correspondin g attribute s wr i t te n on th e 

355 card s use d in th e IA metho d H-6 (translate d fro m Dutch) . 

Mainn attribute groups IBRAA attributes Cardd attributes used in IA method 

Brandd personification 

Organization n 

Advertising g 

Productt characteristics 

Productt usage 

Brandd identifiers 

Pricee & quality 

1. . 
2. . 
3. . 
4. . 
5. . 
6. . 
7. . 
8. . 
9. . 
10. . 
11. . 
12. . 
13. . 
14. . 
15. . 
16. . 

Productt indication 
Productt variations 
Productt appearance 
Productt packaging 
Productt use 
Momentt of use 
Sociall use environment 
Extrinsicc physical situation 
Intrinsicc physical situation 
Functionall (dis)advantages 
Usee effects 
Brandd mark / logo 
Metaphoricc meaning brand name 
Soundd brand name 
Price e 
Quality y 

Beer r 
Productt variations 
Appearancee of beer 
Packagingg of beer 
Usee of beer 
Momentt of use 
Sociall environment of use 
Momentt of use 
Physicall condition 
(Dis)advantages s 
Effectss of beer use 
Brandd mark 
Brandd name 
Brandd name 
Price e 
Quality y 

17.. Average user 
18.. Brand personality 
19.. Self image: impressive function 
20.. Self image: expressive function 
21.. Feelings / emotions 
22.. Relation with the brand 
23.. Life values 
24.. Brand ideology 

Attitudee & purchase behavior 

25.. Competition 
26.. Uniqueness of the brand 
27.. Market: local versus global 
28.. Availability 
29.. Reputation 
30.. Topicality 
31.. Land of origin 
32.. Region / place of origin 
33.. Organization characteristics 
34.. Advertising campaign 
35.. Pay-off / slogan 
36.. Advertising attitude 
37.. Actions / gadgets 
38.. Sponsoring 
39.. Product purchase behavior 
40.. Product purchase intention 
41.. Product attitude 
42.. Brand purchase behavior 
43.. Brand purchase intention 
44.. Brand attitude 
45.. Brand preference / disapproval 

Averagee user 
Thee brand as a person 
Whatt does the brand offer to me? 
Reactionss of others to brand use 
Feelings/emotionss on brand use 
Relationn between the brand and me 
Whatt does the brand stand for {ideals, life values) 
What_do^thej3rand£^ ^ 
Competition n 
Uniqueness s 
Acquaintance e 
Availability y 
Reputation n 
Brandd in society 
Landd / region / place of origin 
Landd / region / place of origin 
Organizationn / manufacturer 
Advertising g 
Pay-offf / slogan 
Advertising g 
Advertising g 
Advertising^ ^ 
Beerr purchase behavior 
Beerr purchase behavior 
Beerr attitude 
Brandd purchase behavior 
Brandd purchase behavior 
Brandd attitude 
Brandd attitude 

Thiss research concerns brands. You are kindly asked to carefully read the following instructions and then turn over this page to 
proceed. . 

Instruction: : 

Onn the next page you will see a brand name. The research is carried out as follows: 

Writee down all thoughts that occur to you when you think of the brand. 

!! Important: 
Anythingg you think of is of importance to us; nothing is wrong, strange or irrelevant 
Oncee again, try to bring to words as much as possible. Every thought is of interest to us. 

Iff certain thoughts are hard to describe, try to describe them in terms of comparisons to other thoughts or things. 
Youu will have the time you need. 

Thee brand this research concerns is: 

Heineke n n 

Iff you do not know this brand, please mark the circle. In that case, you will not have to continue 

Iff you know this brand, please carry out the following actions with concentration: 
~~ Read the brand name a few times 
-- Pronounce the brand name aloud a few times 
-- Close your eyes, and try to 'see' the brand name 
Tryy to get these actions make you aware of the brand 

Whenn you have made yourself aware of the brand, turn the page, and start describing your thoughts. 
Goodd luck, and thanks in advance 

Figur ee 4 .1 : instructio n fo r FA on Heineke n (translate d fro m Dutch ) 
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4.2.22 Informe d associatio n 
Thee IA method presented respondents with multiple cues. The cues intended to 
activatee a broad as possible range of attributes. The underlying idea is that respon-
dentss described their thoughts on all possible attributes. There is no focus at fore-
handd on certain attributes. Also, those attributes that may be hard to verbalize are 
presentedd as cues, in order to allow for their activation. Respondents list thoughts 
onn each cue. After having gone through all cues, respondents are asked to describe 
thee brand representation by selecting those attributes that they consider being 
mostt descriptive. Ideally each cue represented one attribute listed in the IBRA, as 
thiss attribute might possibly be related to the brand under study. The IBRA lists 45 
attributes,, which is quite a large number, although some of the attributes were 
consideredd quite close with respect to their connotation. For example, the mean-
ingg of the brand name and the sound of the brand name both refer to brand 
name.. In an attempt to reduce at best the number of cues to be presented, the 
attributess that are considered closely related were represented by only one cue. By 
doingg so the number of attributes to be cued was reduced to 35. These 35 attrib-
utess were considered to best cover the IBRA. They covered the inventory well with-
outt leaving out specific attribute types, but at the same time were a bit less obtru-
sivee than if all 45 attributes were presented as cues. 

Inn the IA method as applied in the H-G study, 35 cards were presented to each 
respondent.. One of the IBRA's attributes features on each card and each card 
servedd as a cue for an attribute. Table 4.1 presents both the 45 IBRA attributes and 
thee 35 corresponding card wordings. For example, the main attribute group brand 
identifierss (left column) contains the attributes metaphoric meaning of the brand 
name,, and sound of brand name (middle column). These two were represented by 
onee card, which stated 'the brand name' (right column). 

Thee 35 cards were placed in front of respondents in a 5x7 rectangle. They were 
askedd by the researcher to evaluate Heineken (or Grolsch) using the presented 
cards.. Firstly, respondents were asked to take a quick glance over all the cards, to 
gett an impression of what kinds of cards were presented. Next theyy were asked to 
readd each of the cards again, but this time in a more focussed and careful way. 
Afterr reading the words on each card, respondentss were asked to list any thoughts 
thatt occurred. No time restrictions were given at this stage, so they could take as 
muchh time as they needed for each card. Paper and pencil were provided. When no 
(further)) thoughts occurred, respondents continued with the next card. All cards 
weree read and processed by the respondents following this procedure. 

Thee second task for the respondents was to select those cards that best described 
thee brand in question. Respondents were asked the following question: 'Now that 
youu have seen all cards well and described your thoughts on them, can you pick out 
thee cards that mostly determine the image you have of Heineken (Grolsch)?' 
Respondentt were free to select as many cards as they liked. After a subset of cards 
hadd been selected, the respondents were asked to identify the particular card in 
thee selected subset that they considered to be the most descriptive in comparison 
too the others. The researcher recorded the selected cards. 
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4.2.2.14.2.2.1 Data analyses 
Withh the card thought listing and the card selections, the following analyses were 
carriedd out. Firstly, the thought list responses on each card were inspected to see 
whetherr they yielded responses that corresponded with the attribute represented. 
Thiss analysis intended to check how unidimensional the responses on each of the 
355 cards used in the IA method were, and if the respondents did understand the 
meaningg of each card. Next, frequencies of card selections were calculated for each 
mainn attribute group. Furthermore, the attributes were also ranked according to 
thesee frequencies. This allowed the relative relevance of each single attribute to be 
measured.. The second analyses addressed the question regarding which attributes 
resultt from the IA method for each brand, and what their relative relevance is to 
thee brands under study. 

4.33 Design 
Boless and Burton (1992) compared FA with scale scores in measuring feelings 
towardd advertising. They found, among other things, that when respondents 
answeredd feeling scales before supplying FA responses, significantly more free 
responsess were obtained than when the order was the other way round. Hence the 
scaless generated responses that would not be activated solely in FA. To prevent 
biass in free responses in this study the order of methods by which a brand was eval-
uatedd was first FA and second IA. If IA preceded FA, respondents would already be 
primedd on a great number of attributes, and FA would no longer yield sponta-
neouss responses. The same brand was evaluated by both methods. As an alterna-
tivee design one could suggest that each method could be applied to one particular 
sample,, so that one respondent would not have to use both methods. In this study 
aa choice was made to have each respondent evaluate one brand by both methods, 
thee reason being that in qualitative studies like this small sample sizes are undesir-
able.. A minimum of roughly 30 respondents evaluating a brand yields quite reli-
ablee and generalizable data (Cramphorn 1998). So in order to have each brand 
evaluatedd by one method only, approximately 120 respondents would have to be 
enrolled.. For practical considerations a choice was made to get as much informa-
tionn from one respondent as possible and at the same time halve research time and 
costss by having each respondent evaluate one brand using both methods. The 
issuee regarding whether this design had implications wili be addressed in the gen-
erall evaluations described in paragraph 4.8.3. 

Thee fact that each respondent evaluated one brand using both methods allows for 
within-subjectt comparisons. However, analyses have been made between subjects 
andd responses are aggregated over respondents. Aggregating the responses on 
onee method and comparing these to the aggregated responses on the other 
methodd allows an easy comparison of method results. This also better reflects the 
practicee of market research, in which a sample of respondents provides an average 
imagee of a brand by aggregating their responses. The session ended with a short 
questionnairee on the respondent's demographics and his/her product and brand 
usage.. Each respondent participated in the research individually. 
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4.44 Sample 
AA heterogeneous group of respondents was gathered as sample. This sample con-

sistedd of males and females, beer drinkers and non-beer drinkers, students and 

non-students.. Respondents were recruited by advertisements in the University of 

Amsterdamm paper Folia, and by enrollment lists distr ibuted at university sites and 

publ icc communi ty buildings. Respondents go t paid for tak ing part. In tota l 56 

respondentss were enrol led. They were init ial ly to ld that they wou ld participate in 

aa study on brands (w i thout fur ther explanation), and that this wou ld take approx-

imatelyy one hour. Three of them were used to pi lot the procedure. Fol lowing their 

experiencess w i t h the procedure and the materials, wordings on some of the cards 

weree changed into more 'beer specific' terms (e.g. ' the appearance of the product ' 

wass changed to ' the appearance of beer'). The f inal sample thus consisted of 53 

respondentss who part ic ipated in all parts of the' research. 

W i t hh respect to the FA method, the data of t w o respondents were excluded f rom 

thee analyses. One respondent listed a mul t i tude of single words. The amount and 

fo rma tt of these responses created an extreme out l ier and most of them could not 

bee coded as it was unclear how to interpret them. Another respondent started a 

qu i tee creative process and made up new advertising slogans. This person may not 

havee clearly understood the instruction. Either way, the FA data of both respon-

dentss seemed too unrel iable to be included in analyses. Presented results on the FA 

concernn 24 respondents evaluating Heineken and 27 respondents evaluating 

Grolsch.. On IA, the sample did include these t w o respondents, and therefore 

resultss are based on 25 Heineken respondents and 28 Grolsch respondents. 

Thee exit quest ionnaire (see appendix II, box A) gave some insight into the tota l 

samplee w i t h respect t o age, gender and education (table 4.2), and beer and brand 

usagee and purchase behavior (table 4.3). Wi th respect to these items there are no 

signif icantt differences between the samples, indicat ing that the Heineken respon-

dentss are comparable on demographic characteristics and on beer/brand purchase 

behaviorr w i t h the Grolsch respondents. Therefore, differences between at t r ibute 

conf igurat ionss of the brands can be explained w i t hou t worry ing about differences 

betweenn samples. 

Al ll research sessions took place at the University of Amsterdam and the majority of 

thee respondents came f rom Amsterdam and its surroundings. Hence it needs to be 

acknowledgedd tha t Heineken was being tested on home ground. Grolsch or igi-

natess f rom the east of The Netherlands, and is qui te popular in those areas. 

However,, this was not expected to play an inf luent ial role, as Grolsch is wel l known 

andd widely available in Amsterdam. All in all, each research session lasted approxi-

matelyy one hour. Respondents were firstly given half an hour slot for the FA 

method .. The t hough t list on the cards took about 20 to 30 minutes. Selection of 

cardss was the fastest part of the method, and took approximately 5 to 10 minutes. 
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Tablee 4.2: demographics of research sample ( in %, except fo r Age). 

Heinekenn sample Grolsch sample 

Heinekenn sample Grolschh sample 
24 4 27 7 

Age e 

Gender r 

Education n 

Mean n 
SD D 
Male e 
Female e 
MBO O 
HAVO/VWO O 
HBO O 
Academic c 

26.0 0 
6.3 3 

45.8 8 
54.2 2 
4.2 2 
4.2 2 
25.0 0 
66.7 7 

26.6 6 
7.8 8 

48.1 1 
51.9 9 

Ö Ö 
14.8 8 
7.4 4 

77.8 8 

Tablee 4.3: behavior-re lated descr ipt ives of research sample (in %) . 

BBlüHfiSW W HP P 

Never r 
Seldom m 
Sometimes s 
Often n 
Always s 

Heineke n n 
24 4 

29.2 2 
12.5 5 
25.0 0 
33.3 3 

---

Grotec h h 
27 7 

22.2 2 
22.2 2 
33.3 3 
22.2 2 

---

Heineke n n 
24 4 
8.3 3 
16.7 7 
37.5 5 
37.5 5 

--

Grolsch h 
27 7 

18.5 5 
11.1 1 
25.9 9 
44.4 4 

---

Heineke n n 
24 4 

37.5 5 
4 2 2 
45.8 8 
8.3 3 
4.2 2 

Grolsc h h 
27 7 

33,5 5 
18.5 5 
22.2 2 
22.2 2 
3.7 7 

4.55 Data 

4.5.11 Free associatio n 
AA total of 1361 responses was obtained on the two brands: 763 on Heineken and 
5988 on Grolsch. The 24 Heineken respondents provided a minimum of 11 and a 
maximumm of 59 responses, the 27 Grolsch respondents respectively 8 and 60. The 
meann number of responses was significantly higher on Heineken (mean = 31.6; SD 
== 12.3) than on Grolsch (mean = 21.7; SD = 12.0). Very few respondents used the 
fulll 30 minutes to write down thoughts. Most of them later claimed to have only 
usedd 5 to 10 minutes in all for writing time. 

4.5.1.14.5.1.1 Coverage of the code scheme 
Onee of the first questions concerning the use of the IBRA in analyzing brand eval-
uationn data is whether it satisfactorily covers obtained responses. The FA responses 
weree first coded according to the 45 attributes, in order to establish the reliability 
off these codings, a second independent coder coded a random selection of 600 
responses.. This second coder was not previously trained to use the code scheme, 
butt merely provided with a hands-on instruction. Working in this way allowed the 
usefulnesss of the IBRA as a code scheme to be estimated, reflecting the situations 
inn which the IBRA could be used for practical fieldwork after publication. 
Followingg the recommendations made by Perreault jr. and Leigh (1989), the 
obtainedd reliability index was .81. Aggregated into the nine main attribute cate-
goriess the reliability index was .87. These results can be considered satisfactory. 
Beforee using the codes for analyses, the responses that were not initially agreed 
uponn were discussed until a consensus was reached. Next, learning from the dis-
cussionss on the initial 600 responses, all remaining responses were re-examined, in 
orderr to make sure that each group of codes contained similar responses and that 
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eachh response was correctly coded. In the end only 3.2% of the 1361 responses 

couldd not be coded by the code scheme. This leaves a to ta l of 96.8% of all 

responsess covered by the first version of the IBRA. Excluding the uncoded 

responses,, 746 Heineken responses and 572 Grolsch responses were analyzed, a 

to ta ll o f 1318 responses. It seems fair t o conclude tha t using the IBRA as a code 

schemee catered wel l fo r the free responses. 

4.5.1.24.5.1.2 Frequency of responses 

Inn order to enhance comparabi l i ty between the methods, the responses of the FA 

methodd were recoded into the 35 attr ibutes incorporated in the IA method. 

Resultss presented in this chapter concern these recodings. Aggregated into the 

ninee main a t t r ibu te groups (table 4.4), product-related attr ibutes and advertising 

at t r ibutess were most f requent ly mentioned (31.6% and respectively 20.5% of all 

13188 coded responses). Least frequently mentioned were price & quali ty attr ibutes: 

onlyy 1.6% of all responses. 

Tablee 4.4: percentage o f FA responses obta ined fo r Heineken and Grolsch. 

nn (responses) 
Productt characteristics 
Productt usage 
Brandd identifiers 
Pricee & quality 
Brandd personification 
Market t 
Organization n 
Advertising g 
Attitudee & purchase behavior 

Heineke n n 
746 6 
16.9 9 
15.3 3 
6.2 2 
1.2 2 
8.6 6 
13.1 1 
13.1 1 
19.3 3 
6.3 3 

Grolsch h 
572 2 
20.3 3 
10.5 5 
10.8 8 
2.1 1 
11.9 9 
8.0 0 
5.8 8 

22.0 0 
8.6 6 

Tota l l 
1318 8 
18.4 4 
13.2 2 
8.2 2 
1.6 6 
10.0 0 
10.9 9 
9.9 9 

20.5 5 
7.3 3 

Tablee A4.1 in appendix I presents frequencies for all the 35 FA response codes. Both 

Heinekenn and Grolsch are, to a large extent, associated w i th advertising by con-

sumers.. For Heineken 17.8% of all free responses relate t o advertising, and even 

moree so for Grolsch (19.8%). Packaging attributes are also quite f requent ly men-

t i onedd for both brands (respectively 8.3% and 9.4% for Heineken and Grolsch). 

Organizat ionn and social use environment attr ibutes are other qui te f requent 

at tr ibutess for Heineken (respectively 10.1 % and 7.6%). For Grolsch, the brand iden-

t i f ierss (brand mark and brand name) account for 10.8% of all responses, and the 

alsoo respondents state thei r a t t i tude towards the brand quite f requent ly (5.8%). 

4.5.1.34.5.1.3 Top-of-mind attributes 

Alsoo of interest is t o explore which attributes are top of mind, tha t is to say, which 

at t r ibutess are ment ioned in the first instance. Al l f irst responses are selected, and 

presentedd in table 4.5 fo r each brand. Beer is mainly the first reaction of respon-

dentss to both Heineken and Grolsch (respectively 37.5% and 48.1%). This is con-

g ruen tt w i th the idea tha t the underlying at t r ibute of all brand representations is 

thee product that is labeled by the brand. This is especially the case w i th Grolsch, as 

cann be seen f rom the large difference between the first response percentage of 

48.11 for the beer a t t r ibu te and the fo l lowing response percentage of 7.4 for other 

at t r ibutes.. The appearance of Heineken's brand mark is also a notably f requent 

spontaneouss f irst response (20.8%). 
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Tabl ee 4.5: attr ibut e codin g percentag e of firs t respons e on FA metho d fo r Heineke n 

(n=24)) and Grolsc h (n=27) . 

%% Attribut e _ _ 
Heinekenn 37,5 beer 

20.88 brand mark 
12.55 organization 
88 3 pay-off / slogan 
44 2 quality; moment of usage; beer attitude; acquaintance; advertising 

Grolschh 48.1 beer 
7.44 packaging of beer; brand name; feelings; advertising 
3.77 price; appearance of beer; brand mark; origin; organization; pay-off / slogan 

4 .5 .22 I n f o r m e d assoc ia t i o n 

4.5.2.14.5.2.1 Thought-listing 

Duringg the though t list phase respondents were asked to wr i te down occurring 

thoughtss on each card. If no thought occurred, respondents could proceed w i th 

thee next card. Therefore not all respondents reacted to all cards by actually wr i t ing 

downn responses. The vast majority d id, however, and these wi l l be called the active 

respondents.. For each active respondent the number of responses on each card 

wass recorded. On average about 73% of the 25 Heineken respondents actively 

listedd thoughts on each card, compared to 92% of the 28 Grolsch respondents. This 

iss a signif icant difference (pair-samples t-test; t(34) = -13.5, p < .01). For Heineken 

thee percentage range of active respondents was f rom 60% (on the cards concern-

ingg product variants, beer purchase behavior, and brand att i tude) up to 92% (on 

thee card concerning competi t ion). For Grolsch the range was considerably higher, 

thee lowest being 82% (on the cards concerning beer and organization) and highest 

beingg 100% (on the cards concerning (dis)advantages of beer, effects of beer use, 

beerr a t t i tude, and competi t ion). So due to more active respondents, significantly 

moree responses were obtained for Grolsch than for Heineken. On each specific 

card,, on average 27.8 responses (SD = 6.1) were provided by the Heineken respon-

dents,, and 34.0 responses (SD = 6.3) by the Grolsch respondents. Table A4.2 in 

appendixx I presents in more detail the percentage of active respondents, together 

w i thh to ta l and mean number of responses for each card. 

4.5.2.24.5.2.2 Validity 

AA qual i tat ive analysis was performed in order to check what kind of attr ibutes each 

cardd elicited, and whether these attr ibutes corresponded w i th the actual at t r ibute 

listedd on the card. Table A4.3 in appendix I presents for each card the categories in 

whichh responses could be classified after evaluating their nature. The analysis 

showedd that most cards (20 out of the 35) yielded responses that only reflected the 

at t r ibutee cued by the card. Ten cards yielded some responses tha t could also be 

linkedd to one other card. For example, the card that intended to cue 'appearance 

off beer' attr ibutes led to, among others, responses related t o packaging. Packag-

ing,, however, is an at t r ibute that is itself cued on the card 'packaging of beer'. Four 

cardss yielded responses cross-referring to t w o other a t t r ibute cues. The least unidi-

mensionall card, and therefore the most ambiguous, is the first card that cues 

'beer'.. This core product at t r ibute leads to responses referr ing to quality, appear-

ancee of beer, social environment of use, user image, and advertising. 
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4.5.2.34.5.2.3 Card selection 

Thee second phase of the IA method asked respondents to select those cards tha t 

weree most descriptive of the brand. The Heineken respondents selected on aver-

agee 4.8 cards (SD = 1.6), and the Grolsch respondents selected on average 5.0 cards 

(SDD = 1.9). The difference is not significant. Table 4.6 presents the percentages 

accordingg to which cards were selected w i th in each main at t r ibute group. Brand 

personif icat ionn attr ibutes were selected most frequently, w i t h an average selection 

ratee of 19.6%. This high percentage is largely due to Grolsch, for which these 

at t r ibutess account for 2 4 . 1 % of all selections. As in FA, product characteristics and 

productt usage were also selected frequently, respectively 10.9% and 16.5% on 

average.. A t t i tud ina l and purchase behavior attr ibutes were selected least fre-

quent ly,, together w i th organizat ion attr ibutes. 

Lookingg at the detai led selection frequencies on each single at t r ibute (table A4.4 

inn appendix I) shows that advertising attr ibutes are again selected most f requent ly 

(respectivelyy 10.4% and 7.8% for Heineken and Grolsch). Whereas packaging 

at t r ibutess were next f requent ly mentioned in FA, in IA the quality of the product 

becomess more relevant in describing t he brand (respectively 7.6% and 7 . 1 % for 

Heinekenn and Grolsch). Heineken also yields an equally high percentage of social 

usee environment attr ibutes. For Grolsch the brand's ideology is selected quite f re-

quent lyy (7.8%), as is the brand mark (7.1 %). 

Tablee 4.6: percentage of IA card selections obta ined for Heineken and Grolsch. 

nn (responses) 
Productt characteristics 
Productt usage 
Brandd identifiers 
Pricee & quality 
Brandd personification 
Market t 
Organization n 
Advertising g 
Attitudee & purchase behavior 

Heineke n n 
144 4 
104 4 
17.4 4 
6.3 3 
11.1 1 
15.3 3 
10.4 4 
4.9 9 
16.0 0 
8.3 3 

Grolsc h h 
141 1 
11.3 3 
15.6 6 
92 2 
92 2 

24.1 1 
8.5 5 
4.3 3 
11.3 3 
6.4 4 

Tota l l 
285 5 
10.9 9 
16.5 5 
7.7 7 
10.2 2 
199 6 
9.5 5 
4.6 6 
13.7 7 
7.4 4 

Lookingg at the highest ranked attr ibutes, table 4.7 below lists for both Heineken 

andd Grolsch the selected at tr ibutes ranked as best descriptor of the brand's image. 

Bothh for Heineken and for Grolsch the at t r ibute advertising is ranked as best 

descriptorr of the brand representations by approximately one-f i f th of all respon-

dents.. Another one- f i f th considers beer to be the best descriptor of Heineken. 

Furthermore,, some ten percent considers the origin of Grolsch to be of impor-

tance,, whereas this a t t r ibute does not seem to be appropriate as a first descriptor 

off Heineken. 
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Tabl ee 4.7: percentag e of first-ranke d attribute s on IA fo r Heineke n (n=25) and Grolsc h 

(n=28) . . 

%% Attribute 
Heinekenn 20.0 beer; advertising 

8.00 quality; brand mark 
4.00 price; social environment; effects of beer use: beer purchase behavior; beer attitude; user image; feelings; 

brandd ideology; brand purchase behavior; brand attitude; acquaintance 

Grolschh 17.9 advertising 
10,77 origin 
7.11 packaging of beer; feelings; brand ideology 
3.66 beer; price; quality; moment of use; social environment; (dis)advantages; effects of beer use; brand mark; 

brandd personality; impressive function; reactions of others; brand relation; pay-off/slogan 

4.66 Notes on the data analyses 

4.6.11 Applicatio n o f log-linea r analysi s 
Inn the following paragraphs and chapters, the results of the first and second study 
willl be presented. Before that, the statistical technique applied to analyze the data 
iss described. The data mainly consist of frequencies that are tabulated across com-
binationss of the factors attribute groups, methods, brands, and context. The aim is 
too find differences in distributions of attribute responses over these factors. Log-
linearr analysis is applied in analyzing the data. In order to test whether there is a 
significantt difference in the distribution of responses obtained by both methods, 
forr each brand a specific model is fitted to the data using log-linear analysis. This 
modell does not impose any relation between the factors included in the analyses, 
andd is therefore referred to in the literature as the model of total independence. 
Forr example, the following paragraph on the cue effect will address response dis-
tributionss over the ten main attribute groups as well as the two methods. The cor-
respondingg model of total independence assumes no relation between the factors 
attributee group and cueingg method. As such it states that the response distribution 
overr the attribute groups is equal across both methods. The degree to which there 
iss a discrepancy from this model of total independence and the actual data is 
expressedd by a goodness-of-fit index, known as G2. If G2 is significantly large it indi-
catess that the independence model does not fit the data, and hence that there are 
significantt differences between methods in the distribution. If the overall differ-
encee is found to be significant, the next step is to identity which factors specifically 
contributee to this difference. In log-linear analyses a parameter value is calculated 
forr each cell in the cross tabulation, which is used to fit the model. If this estimated 
parameterr value is significantly higher or lower than zero, it indicates a significant 
abundancee or shortage of observed frequencies on that specific cell (Wickens 
1989).. In the results sections, only the value of G2 will be presented. Tables will pre-
sentt the significant contributors (i.e. model parameters) either underlined or 
schematically.. Schematic representations are a + sign for a significant abundance 
off observed frequencies, and a - sign for a significant shortage of observed fre-
quencies.. All of the analyses using loglinear modelling are at the level of the ten 
mainn attribute groups of the (BRA. This in order to ensure that there are enough 
frequenciess in each cell (i.e. no empty cells) and to make comparisons more trans-
parent. . 
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4.6.22 Comparin g FA and IA (cu e effect ) 
Thee hypothesis on the cue effect can be explored by comparing results obtained 
fromm the free association method and the informed association method. In this 
comparison,, scores on the attribute 'brand name' are excluded from the analyses. 
Thee reason for this is that its inclusion would most probably bias results. In free 
association,, the brand name is provided as a cue, indeed it is the stimulus about 
whichh respondents are asked to write thoughts. Hence it is unlikely that respon-
dentss will list the brand name itself on paper and, by doing so, indicate that it is 
partt of the brands' representation. However, in informed association, respondents 
weree asked to select from a number of attributes those that best described the 
brand.. The attribute brand name was one of the options and quite a number of 
respondentss selected the attribute card featuring brand name. As the attribute 
brandd name is part of the main attribute group brand identifiers, a method com-
parisonn might mean that informed association yields more brand identifier attrib-
utess than free association. This should, however, be considered an artificial result 
becausee the free association method restricts respondents to list thoughts other 
thann brand name related, as it is in reaction to the brand name. Therefore, in the 
followingg analyses the main attribute group brand identifiers will only comprise 
thee two attributes brand mark and packaging/appearance. 

Furthermore,, with respect to the analyses of the data, all responses obtained by FA 
havee been adjusted to make them comparable with the IA data. Whenever respon-
dentss listed a specific attribute more than once, the frequency of occurrence of this 
attributee was set to one. This makes the data comparable with those obtained by 
IA,, as in the latter respondents could only select each attribute once. Also, to bal-
ancee sample size differences, all frequencies are weighted. With respect to the H-G 
study,, the response frequencies on Heineken were multiplied by the factor 
(Grolschh sample size / Heineken sample size). 

4.77 Result s 

4.7.11 Cue effec t 
AA large majority of the respondents reacted to each card in the IA method. Hence 
eachh of the presented attributes has been actively considered and might conse-
quentlyy have evoked the activation of attributes. This contrasts to FA, which 
mainlyy resulted in product and advertising related attributes. So it is clear that, as 
intended,, a wider range of attributes are considered in the IA method than in the 
FAA method, as a direct effect of providing cues. Although there were reactions to 
eachh of the cued attributes in IA, the prime interest is to ascertain which of these 
attributess respondents considered being descriptive of the brand. In order to com-
paree the brand representations resulting from both methods, the frequencies of 
bothh FA responses and IA selections are compared. Table 4.8 presents the percent-
agess according to each of the main attribute groups results from each method on 
eachh brand. These percentages are illustrated in figures 4.2 and 4.3. The cue effect 
hypothesiss states that the associative structure as obtained by FA differs from the 
structuree obtained by IA. More concrete attributes (i.e. product attributes) are 
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evokedd by FA, whereas more abstract attributes (i.e. brand personification attrib-
utes,, attitudinal & purchase behavior related attributes) are considered in the 
informedd method. 

Lookingg at the value of the goodness-of-fit index G2, a significant difference is 
foundd on both brands with respect to the distribution of attribute responses over 
attributee groups and cueing method. Overall, the hypothesis that less product-
relatedd attributes are obtained from IA compared to FA is roughly supported for 
bothh brands. For Heineken and Grolsch respectively, 7% and 9% less product char-
acteristicc attributes are obtained from IA compared to FA. However, the hypothesis 
iss not supported with respect to the attribute group product usage, for which no 
significantt difference is found in the hypothesized direction. Regarding the 
expectedd difference on brand personification attributes, a significant difference is 
foundd across both methods (increasing from 9% to 16% for Heineken and from 
14%% to 25% for Grolsch). Looking at the remaining attribute groups, there are sig-
nificantt differences for market and organization attributes for Heineken, drop-
pingg respectively 5% and 7%. Also worth noting is that for both brands signifi-
cantlyy more price & quality attributes were obtained from IA compared to FA. No 
furtherr significant differences are found on the main attribute group level. 

Tablee 4.8: (weighted )) percentage s of FA response s and IA card selection s fo r Heineke n 

andd Grolsch . 

FA A IA A difference e FA A IA A difference e 
nn (responses/card selection) 
Productt characteristics 
Market t 
Organization n 

21 1 
12 2 
9 9 

-9 " " 
-3 3 
-5 5 

Pricee & quality 
Brandd personification 

Attitudee & purchase behavior 
Advertising g 
Productt usage 
Brandd identifiers 

GlA][C1 1 

3 3 
9 9 

9 9 
11 1 
16 6 
6 6 

34.08* * 

11 1 
16 6 

9 9 
16 6 
18 8 
4 4 

8 " " 
7 " " 

0 0 
5 5 
2 2 
-2 2 

4 4 
14 4 

10 0 
13 3 
11 1 
6 6 

21.77* * 

9 9 
25 5 

7 7 
12 2 
16 6 
7 7 

5 " " 
1 1 " " 

-3 3 
-1 1 
5 5 
1 1 

Note:: * indicates significant G -value (p < .01, df = 8). 'A' indicates factor Attribute Group, and 

'C'' indicates factor Cue. * * indicates significant difference. 
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A A 

IA A 

productt characteristics 

brandd identifiers 

productt usage 

advertising g 

organization n 

pricee & quality 

attitudee & purchase behavior brandd personification 

Figuree 4.2: graphica l displa y of percentua l respons e distributio n ove r attribut e group s 

andd method s fo r Heineken . 

Note:: inner circle indicates 10%, outer circle indicates 30%. 

FA A 

IA A 

productt characteristics 

brandd identifiers 

productt usage 

advertising g 

organization n 

pricee & quality 

attitudee & purchase behavior brandd personification 

Figuree 4.3: graphica l displa y of percentua l respons e distributio n ove r attribut e group s 

andd method s fo r Grolsch . 

Note:: inner circle indicates 10%, outer circle indicates 30%. 

Inn order to gain more insight into the cue effect, the results of the t w o methods 

aree explored in more detai l fo r each brand by examining the 34 single attr ibutes 

tha tt comprise the nine main attr ibute groups. Exploring the frequency of occur-

rencee of each at t r ibute shows tha t certain attr ibutes appear on both methods. In 

contrast,, o ther at tr ibutes result specifically f rom one method (see tables A4.5 and 

A4.66 in appendix I for data descriptions). 

4.7.1.14.7.1.1 Heineken 

AA correlat ion coeff icient is computed between the percentual occurrences of each 

off t he 34 single at t r ibutes as obtained by FA and by IA. This correlation is .44 (sig-

n i f icantt at a = .05) for Heineken. It is apparent tha t some attr ibutes result consis-

ten t lyy over methods, and others do not. Comparing the percentages by which each 
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singlee at t r ibute appears shows that on both methods (using the tables A4.5 and 

A4.66 in appendix I) the attr ibutes advertising, brand mark, acquaintance, and 

sociall use environment appear qui te frequent ly (>= 4%). These seem to be stable, 

coree attr ibutes for Heineken. Their frequency of response is relatively high and 

doess not vary much over the t w o methods. Looking at method-specific differences, 

thee attr ibutes compet i t ion, organizat ion, and packaging of beer appear more fre-

quentlyy using FA rather than IA. In contrast, the at t r ibute qual i ty appears more fre-

quentlyy using IA rather than FA. Apparently, qual i ty only becomes activated or 

moree relevant when cued. 

4.7.1.24.7.1.2 Grolsch 

Thee correlation between the percentual occurrences of each of the 34 single at tr ib-

utess as obtained by FA and by IA is .39 for Grolsch (significant at a = .05). Again 

(usingg the tables A4.5 and A4.6 in appendix I), some attr ibutes seem to appear to 

ann equal extent f rom either method. These can be seen as the stable, core at t r ib-

utess for Grolsch and comprise appearance of beer, packaging, advertising, brand 

mark,, brand at t i tude, and social environment. However, some attr ibutes are, as 

w i t hh Heineken, specifically t r iggered by one particular method. The attr ibutes 

organizat ion,, compet i t ion, and beer are more f requent ly ment ioned on FA in com-

parisonn to IA. Conversely, qual i ty and brand ideology are more f requent ly men-

t ionedd on IA compared to FA. 

4.7.1.34.7.1.3 Conclusion 

Thee results show tha t providing mult iple cues has an effect on the established 

brandd representation. Using FA or IA evokes di f fer ing sets of attr ibutes, and so the 

resultt of a measurement (i.e. the reported brand image) varies over method. There 

onlyy seems to be concordance between the brands on three attr ibutes. A l though 

thesee attr ibutes represent both brands in memory, this does not mean that their 

respectivee values, and their content should be alike. Core attr ibutes in the repre-

sentationn of these beer brands are advertising, the brand mark, and social environ-

mentt of beer use. Both on Heineken and Grolsch these attr ibutes seem to be 

method- independentt as they result consistently f rom both methods. 

Thee t w o methods have di f ferent ial effects on the activation of a number of other 

attr ibutes.. FA especially emphasizes the relevance of organizat ion and competi-

t ionn attr ibutes. These attr ibutes are apparently easy to verbalize and therefore 

resultt easily f rom FA. Wi th respect to IA, cueing the respondents w i t h the at t r ibute 

quali tyy made them select it more frequent ly than wou ld have been the case using 

FA.. Quality can be considered a qui te abstract a t t r ibute (see paragraph 1.2.2.2 on 

perceivedd quality), and as such this f ind ing corresponds w i t h the hypothesis that 

moree abstract attr ibutes result f rom IA compared to FA. 

Tablee 4.9 and table 4.10 respectively summarize the most and least frequently 

resultingg attr ibutes obtained f rom both FA and IA. These tables show that, as 

hypothesized,, more abstract attr ibutes result f rom IA compared to FA. They also 

showw that , on FA, high frequency attr ibutes tend to be concrete concepts, whereas 

loww frequency attr ibutes are more abstract. This is perhaps explained by the rela-
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tivee ease with which high frequency attributes (like advertising, organization, 
packagingg of beer, and social use environment) can be verbalized, in contrast to 
loww frequency and more abstract attributes (like impressive function, brand ideol-
ogyy and brand relation). An alternative and more interesting explanation is that 
thesee types of attributes are not actually part of brand representations in memory, 
thatt is to say, not as much as they are assumed to be in practice. All too often 
brandss are 'measured' using symbolically oriented measurements, yet the validity 
off their application should be questioned, viewed in the light of these results 
whichh indicate the possible absence of such attributes. 

Tablee 4.9: hig h frequenc y attr ibute s on FA and IA, fo r bot h Heineke n and Grolsch . 

FAA i IA 
Rank k 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 0 

Heineken n 
advertisement t 
organization n 
packingg of beer 
brandd mark 
competition n 
sociall environment 
origin n 
appearancee of beer 
reputation n 
acquaintance e 

Grolsch h 
advertisement t 
beer r 
packingg of beer 
brandd mark 
competition n 
appearancee of beer 
sociall environment 
brandd attitude 
organization n 
brandd personality 

Heineken n 
advertisement t 
sociall environment 
quality y 
acquaintance e 

:: pay-off/slogan 
beer r 

!! brand mark 
:: effects of beer use 
:: brand attitude 

userr imaae 

Grolsch h 
brandd ideoloav 
advertisement t 
brandd mark 
quality y 
feelinas s 
packingg of beer 
brandd attitude 
sociall environment 
appearancee of beer 
effectss of beer use 

Note:: abstract attributes are underlined. 

Tablee 4.10: lo w frequenc y attr ibute s on FA and IA, fo r bot h Heineke n and Grolsch . 

FAA I IA 
Rank k 
35 5 
34 4 
33 3 
32 2 
31 1 
30 0 
29 9 
28 8 
27 7 
26 6 

Heineken n 
brandd relation 
brandd ideoloqy 
brandd in society 
impressivee function 
reactionss of others 
physicall condition 
beerr purchase behavior 
uniqueness s 
quality y 
availability y 

Grolsch h 
physicall condition 
impressivee function 
brandd relation 
brandd ideoloav 
brandd in society 
beerr purchase behavior 
(dis)advantages s 
availability y 
brandd purchase behavior 
reactionss of others 

\\ Heineken 
ii use of beer 
ii availability 
;; uniaueness 
:: brand personality 
'' brand purchase behavior 

beerr purchase behavior 
competition n 
appearancee of beer 
reputation n 

:: product variations 

Grolsch h 
usee of beer 
availability y 
brandd purchase behavior 
brandd in society 
beerr purchase behavior 
competition n 
roductt variations 
reactionss of others 
organization n 
beerr attitude 

Note:: abstract attributes are underlined. 

4.7.22 Bran d representatio n structur e difference s (BRSD) 
Thee hypothesis on brand representation structure differences (abbreviated to 
BRSD)) generally states that brands within a product category can differ with 
respectt to their associative structure. If this is the case, such differences can have 
implicationss for the practice of standardized measurements. Before these implica-
tionss can be investigated in later studies, however, the objective of this study is to 
checkk whether Heineken and Grolsch are comparable or different with respect to 
theirr associative structure. The hypothesis will be explored for both methods sepa-
rately.. From the previous section it became clear that FA yields more concrete 
attributess than IA. IA on the other hand results in both concrete and abstract 
attributes.. Hence it is expected that BRSD will be less apparent when each repre-
sentationn structure is obtained from FA than when obtained from IA. 
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4.7.2.14.7.2.1 Free association 
Tablee 4.11 presents the distribution of attribute responses aggregated over the 
ninee main attribute groups, graphically displayed by figure 4.4. The G2-value is sig-
nificant,, indicating that there is a difference in distribution of responses across 
attributee groups and brands. It shows that five out of the nine groups differ signif-
icantlyy on frequency of response between the two brands. More organization, 
market,, and product usage attributes are mentioned for Heineken compared to 
Grolsch.. In contrast, significantly more brand identifiers and brand personification 
attributess have been mentioned on Grolsch compared to Heineken. The other 
attributee groups show no significant differences in distribution across the brands, 
soo it appears that the brands vary on the main types of attributes that underlie 
them.. At an aggregated level, each of the brands is, to a greater or lesser degree, 
relatedd to a specific group of attributes. 

Tablee 4 .11: percentag e of FA response s on mai n attr ibut e group s fo r Heineke n and 

Grolsc hh (weighte d fo r sampl e size differences) . 

Attributee groups 

nn (responses) 
Organization n 
Market t 
Productt usage 

Brandd identifiers 
Brandd personification 

Productt characteristics 
Advertising g 
Attitudee & purchase behavior 
Pricee & quality 

G> ] [C1 1 

Heineken n 
839 9 
13 3 
13 3 
15 5 

6 6 
9 9 

17 7 
19 9 
6 6 
1 1 

Percentage e 
Grolsch h 

572 2 
6 6 
8 8 

11 1 

11 1 
12 2 

20 0 
22 2 
9 9 
2 2 

533 96* 

Difference e 

- 7 " " 
- 5 " " 

- 4 " " 

5 " " 
3 " " 

3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
1 1 

Note:: * indicates significant G -value (p < .01, df=S). 'A' indicates factor Attribute Group, and 'C' indi-

catess factor Cue. * * indicates significant difference. 

—— Heineken 

—— G r o l S C h price & qua i t y , - - ' 

attitudee & purchase behavior ( / 

\\ * ^ \ , 
advertisingg \ 

productt characteristics 

organization n 

^ ^ ^ ^ 

r 44 J) 
// m 

~~~ -^market 

N.. \ \ product usage 

JJ ' 
// brand identifiers 

brandd personification 

Figur ee 4.4: graphica l displa y of percentua l respons e distributio n ove r attr ibut e group s 

andd brand s obtaine d by FA. 

Note:: inner circle indicates 10%, outer circle indicates 30%. 
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Too compare the brand representation structures in more detai l , and to identi fy 

contr ibutorss to overall differences the results on the 35 single attr ibutes are 

exploredd (the a t t r ibute brand name is included, as it concerns brand comparisons 

w i t h i nn the method) (see table A4.7 in appendix I). The percentual occurrence of 

thee single a t t r ibute responses on both brands obtained by FA show the high corre-

lat ionn of .85 (p < .01). A l though the brands differ significantly on a number of main 

a t t r ibu tee groups, differences w i th respect to the single attr ibutes are small. It 

seemss that FA evokes most attributes in similar order of frequency on both brands. 

Thee differences as detected on an aggregated level are apparently due t o cumulat-

ingg effects on a specific number of single attr ibutes. No at t r ibute is significantly 

moree f requent ly ment ioned for Heineken compared to Grolsch. Relying on FA, it 

appearss then that the brands resemble each other t o a high degree, and main dif-

ferencess are found on an aggregated level. Both brands do show equally high fre-

quenciess on a number of at tr ibutes. Advertising in particular is a f requent response 

forr Heineken and Grolsch, respectively 17.8% and 19.8% of all responses. Further 

equal lyy high attr ibutes are packaging o f beer, social use environment, appearance 

off beer, appearance of brand mark, and compet i t ion. Relying on FA, these last 

at t r ibutess seem t o be brand comparative attributes. 

4.7.2.24.7.2.2 Informed association 

Tablee 4.12 presents the distr ibution of card selections over the nine at t r ibute 

groups,, i l lustrated by f igure 4.5. Looking at the G -value, the overall d istr ibut ion 

off card selections does not dif fer significantly across at t r ibute groups and brands. 

Thuss a first result is tha t the expectation does not hold that differences are more 

apparentt on IA compared to FA. Yet on one specific at t r ibute group, brand person-

i f icat ion,, the difference between brands is qui te substantial and significant. More 

brandd personif ication at tr ibutes are selected for Grolsch (24%) compared to 

Heinekenn (15%). 

A l thoughh a signif icant d i f ferent distr ibution over the brands is only found on one 

a t t r ibu tee group, the relative position of the 35 single attr ibutes is fur ther explored 

inn order to detect potent ia l BRSD in more detail (see table A4.4 in appendix I). The 

percentuall a t t r ibute selections on Heineken and Grolsch show a moderately high 

correlat ionn of .59 (p < .00). This figure again indicates that, a l though some at t r ib-

utess are equally f requent ly selected for both brands, some others di f fer over the 

brands. . 

Lookingg at substantial differences in the percentual occurrences of single at t r ib-

utess (differences >= 4%), Heineken differentiates f rom Grolsch mainly on the 

a t t r ibu tee acquaintance. In contrast, Grolsch differentiates f rom Heineken on the 

at tr ibutess feelings and brand ideology. As wel l as distinguishing attr ibutes, the IA 

methodd shows tha t both brands also evoke comparable attr ibutes, which are 

selectedd to a similar extent. These attributes involve brand mark, brand at t i tude, 

effectss of beer use, quality, social environment, and advertisement. 
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Tablee 4.12: percentag e of IA card selection s fo r Heineke n and Grolsc h (weighte d fo r 

sampl ee size differences) . 

ii Heineken Grolsch Difference 
nn (card selections) 162 141 
Advertising g 
Pricee & quality 
Attitudee & purchase behavior 
Market t 
Organization n 

16 6 
11 1 
8 8 
10 0 
5 5 

11 1 
9 9 
6 6 
9 9 
4 4 

-5 5 
-2 2 
-2 2 
-1 1 
-1 1 

Brandd personification | 15 24 9 " 
Brandd identifiers 6 9 3 
Productt characteristics 10 11 1 
Productt usage 17 16 1_ 

G2[AUC]] 6.29 

Note:: df=8. 'A' indicates factor Attribute Group, and 'C' indicates factor Cue. 

*** indicates significant difference. 

•• Heineken 
advertising g 

Grolsch h 
productt usage.^""""^ --, price & quality 

productt characteristics / / I / \ \ ) attitude & purchase behavio 

brandd identifiers V \ / / market 

brandd personification organization 

Figuree 4.5: graphica l displa y of percentua l respons e distributio n ove r attr ibut e group s 

andd brand s obtaine d by IA. 

Note:: inner circle indicates 10%, outer circle indicates 30%. 

4.88 Conclusions and evaluations 

4.8.11 Cue effec t 
Thee results of this first study support the hypothesis of the cue effect. Providing 
onlyy one cue, the brand name, mainly yields concrete attributes. Concrete attrib
utess are easier to verbalize and to list on paper. To a certain extent a FA method on 
onee cue seems to restrict respondents to list these concrete types of attributes. 
Althoughh the possibility remains that more abstract attributes may still be acti
vated,, the method does not facilitate the listing of such attributes. Alternatively, 
providingg multiple cues to respondents facilitates the activation process on the one 
hand,, but, on the other hand, enables respondents to actively reflect on, list and 
considerr more abstract attributes. This results in a more diverse picture of a brand's 
image. . 
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Inn the case of Heineken and Grolsch, the attr ibutes compet i t ion, organizat ion, 

packagingg of beer, qual i ty and brand ideology seem especially subject to method 

dependency.. The first three attributes are easily ment ioned on to FA and therewi th 

couldd be appointed as part of the brand representation. However their relevance 

t oo the brand's image vanishes when other attr ibutes are cued in IA. In comparison, 

thee qual i ty and the ideology of the brand hardly ever result f rom FA, but are con-

sideredd very descriptive of the brand's image when cued by IA. 

AA related f ind ing tha t should be of interest t o the practice of brand representation 

researchh is that qu i te a number of attributes do not result f rom either method, in 

part icularr consumer behavior-related attr ibutes. Neither beer purchase behavior 

norr brand purchase behavior attributes result f rom either methods. Both at t r ib-

utess concern self-reflections of the consumer. Apparent ly consumers-as-respon-

dentss do not relate their personal behavior t o the brand when they are asked t o 

evaluatee the brand. This may sound logical bearing in mind that respondents were 

askedd to evaluate a brand rather than t o explicitly evaluate their behavior towards 

thee brand. Even so, it may give food for though t when results obtained by similar 

kindss of brand evaluation methods are related to data on purchase behavior or 

intent ions:: apparent ly a consumer-as-respondent does not incorporate this kind of 

at t r ibutess in evaluating the brand, but might do at the t ime (s)he is asked purchase 

relatedd questions later on. The researcher might thus end up comparing qui te 

independentt matters as both result f rom di f ferent 'mind-sets'. 

Thee f ind ing tha t presenting cues to respondents alters the establishment of a brand 

representationn has implications for the practice of brand representation measure-

ment.. Acknowledging tha t over 70 d i f ferent methods are applied w i th in the 

Netherlands,, one could (to exaggerate) expect that for one specific brand over 70 

d i f ferentt results could be obtained, as each method embeds certain cues that in 

tu rnn create method-specific results. Before jumping t o conclusions, this implication 

w o u l dd have to be supported by additional research. Moreover, the cue effect should 

bee fur ther explored and supported by tak ing other product categories into account. 

4 . 8 . 22 B ran d r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s t r uc tu r e d i f f e r e n c e s (BRSD ) 

Onee impor tant question for advertisers is how their brand relates to competitors. 

Too answer this question, the application of standardized methods to a number of 

product-relatedd brands is common practice in market research. As stated before in 

thiss dissertation, standardized methods hold assumptions on the types of at t r ib-

utess tha t underl ie brand representations in memory. By comparing mult iple brands 

usingg one method, one assumes that the embedded at t r ibute relates to all brands 

underr study. This might , however, not be the case. 

Thee results f rom this f irst study show tha t there are differences between product-

relatedd brands w i t h respect to their associative structures. Making no assumptions 

onn which at tr ibutes underl ie either brand, the FA method provides to a large 

extentt a similar picture of both Heineken and Grolsch. Both brands seem to be rep-

resentedd by attr ibutes like advertising, packaging of beer, social use environment, 

appearancee of beer, brand mark and compet i t ion. Looking at results f rom IA, the 
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picturee changes. Although aggregated into main attribute groups, the multitude 
off attribute selections does not vary significantly between the brands, but, looking 
inn more detail, there are substantial differences between the brands. Each seems 
too be represented by a more unique set of attributes. Heineken still mainly yields 
concretee attributes like beer, acquaintance, and pay-off/slogan. However, more 
abstractt attributes like quality and brand attitude are now also included in the 
subsett of representing attributes. Grolsch on the other hand distinguishes itself 
fromm Heineken on attributes like brand ideology and feelings. 
Combiningg the two methods yields a set of attributes that could be considered as 
thee generic, method-independent attributes of beer brands. These include primar-
ilyy social use environment, advertising, and the brand mark. If this result was also 
obtainedd when more beer brands were included in research, then these attributes 
wouldd work as comparative attributes. Standardized methods could be created 
usingg these attributes when beer brands need to be compared. More valid compar-
isonss would then result because the memory representation of all beer brands 
wouldd consist of these attributes. However, if an applied standardized method only 
appealedd to one particular attribute, this might induce bias. For example, suppose 
standardizedd personality scales are applied in order to compare beer brands. 
Lookingg at the results from both FA and IA it could be expected that Grolsch would 
benefitt from this personality approach, as Grolsch seems to be represented by this 
kindd of attribute to a greater extent than Heineken. Hence when personality scales 
aree presented to consumers to evaluate Heineken, the obtained result could be 
biasedd and artificial, because although consumers tend to comply with measure-
mentt demands, they do not actually represent Heineken in memory as a personality. 

4.8.33 Genera l evaluat io n 
Thee experiences with this first application of (the combination of) FA and IA, and 
ongoingg review of literature, give rise to several considerations and adjustments 
forr future applications of the FA and IA methodology. 

Inn the H-G study each respondent evaluated one brand using both methods. This 
mightt in some cases have had an inhibiting effect on the listing of responses on the 
IAA method. Respondents who listed certain thoughts by FA were sometimes reluc-
tantt to repeat these on corresponding attribute cards of the IA method. Some-
timess respondents would refer to the thoughts listed just before. Hence the !A 
methodd may have resulted in fewer responses because FA preceded it on the same 
brand.. Therefore, in future applications of the combination of both methods it 
wouldd be better to evaluate a particular brand using one method, and then 
anotherr brand using another method. However, as the number of listed responses 
wass not a dependent measure in the comparison, but the selection of cards, there 
seemss no implication for this study's results. In all, brand attributes have been con-
sidered,, which is the main objective of the thought list phase. 

Secondly,, it becomes apparent that the evaluation of responses is also of interest in 
exploringg brand evaluative responses. The responses obtained by either FA or IA 
aree different in nature. According to Keller (1998), brand attributes differ in their 
degreee of favorability, uniqueness, and strength. Favorability refers to whether an 
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attributee is evaluated as negative, neutral or positive for the brand under study. 
Uniquenesss refers to whether the attribute distinguishes the specific brand under 
studyy from its competitors. For example, in evaluating coffee brands, generic 
attributess like product appearance ('coffee is black') do not differentiate coffee 
brandss whereas unique attributes do (for example attributes on the brand's logo 
orr ideology). The strength of attributes depends on how information is initially 
processedd as it enters consumers' memory. The quantity and quality of processing 
aree important determinants of the strength of an attribute. Moreover, strong 
attributess are assumed to constitute the core of a representation and are therefore 
calledd primary attributes. Weak attributes are the outer-core or secondary attrib-
utes.. A fourth feature of evaluative responses, which is less explicitly mentioned by 
Kellerr but of equal importance, is the degree to which a response matters, labeled 
ass relevance. Some attributes may be strong and favorable, but need not be highly 
relevantt to the brand according to a consumer. For example, the association of 
Philipss with the city of Eindhoven may be strong and positive, but when it comes to 
ann evaluation of Philips it might be of no relevance to the consumers. So in inter-
pretingg brand evaluative responses it is of equal interest to investigate what the 
relevance,, or importance, of an attribute is to the brand. 

Thirdly,, as paragraph 3.3.2 of chapter 3 states, the context in which evaluations are 
madee influences the process of attribute activation. Ericsson and Simon (1980) dis-
tinguishh between probing general states and probing hypothetical states. The for-
merr can be regarded as asking respondents questions (i.e. in order to make evalu-
ations)) that can be answered without reference to the context of the experiment. 
Establishingg general states can be considered as context free evaluation, or generic 
evaluation.. In Barsalou's terminology, context-independent information is acti-
vatedd in this state (Barsalou 1982). In probing hypothetical states, respondents are 
askedd how they would behave if the conditions of the experiment were altered in 
somee way. In order to provide contextual information, respondents may be aided 
inn recalling information from long-term memory. Context sets the frame of refer-
encee or a criterion for the degree of functionality of stored information. Activation 
off knowledge is assumed to be guided by the functionality of the information in 
thee present context (McNamara 1996), and therewith context-dependent informa-
tionn is activated (Barsalou 1982). Most brand-related research on the effects of 
contextt concern choice situations. By providing a certain evaluation perspective (in 
mostt research inducing different usage situations) different choices/preferences 
aree made. No effort however has been made to understand this difference in pref-
erencee by investigating the activation processes that might underlie these changes. 
Therefore,, in the next study the differential effect of the absence or presence of an 
explicitt evaluation context is explored with a specific interest in the types of attrib-
utess that are activated. 

AA fourth and final point concerns adjustments to the IBRA. After evaluating the 
uncodedd responses an attribute 'reference group' was identified. This attribute 
groupp covers statements dealing with reference to family, friends, neighbors etc. 
Thereforee it is included in the final version of the IBRA, representing one of the 
mainn adjustments to the IBRA in response to the H-G study. Further adjustments 
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relatee to specific wordings and conceptualizations of attributes, and will be fur-
therr elucidated in the next chapter, which will describe a second study using more 
orr less the same methodology. 

4.8.44 Evaluatio n o f fre e associatio n 
Firstly,, the duration of the FA method was 30 minutes in the H-G study. However, 
respondentss reported not to use the full length of time but on average up to 10 
minutes.. Therefore in future applications of the FA method the period of thought 
listingg can be significantly reduced. 

4.8.55 Evaluatio n o f informe d associatio n 
Inn the present version of the IA method, the cards are worded in beer specific 
terms.. For future general application purposes, this product-specificity should ide-
allyy be avoided. The theory on brand representation as described in the first part 
off this dissertation states that the attributes listed in the IBRA are general building 
brickss of brand representations. Therefore, the challenge is to cue these attributes 
inn as general a way as possible, enabling comparisons of brands both within and 
betweenn different product categories. However, although the attributes might 
ideallyy be worded in more general terms, respondents in the H-G study were some-
timess confused by the general reference to 'the brand'. For example, one of the 
cardss was intended to cue 'the personality of the brand'. 'The brand' was meant to 
referr to the brand to be evaluated, but some respondents were confused whether 
theyy had to consider beer brands in general or the brand that they were told to 
evaluatee in the beginning. Therefore, in future applications cards need to explicitly 
showw the brand name. For the same reason, the ideal of using product generic cues 
shouldd be abandoned, and cards need to present explicitly the product that is 
underr study. 

4.99 Discussio n 
Onee basic discussion point needs to be addressed after this first experience with 
thee new methodology. Are the FA method and the IA method comparable? Is it jus-
tifiablee to compare results from FA on a sole brand name with results from attrib-
utess on all kinds of product- and brand-related cues? For example, are free brand 
namee attributes that are coded ad hoc as 'feelings' of the same nature as attributes 
obtainedd by cueing 'feelings'? To answer this question, for each attribute the FA 
listingss have been compared to those obtained by IA. From this analysis, it seems 
thatt for most attributes the nature of responses is largely similar. One exception is 
thee attribute beer. As indicated in paragraph 4.5.2.2 under the Validity heading, 
thee beer card was the most ambiguously worded attribute in the set of 35 cards. It 
yieldedd (next to the targeted responses on beer) six additional and different types 
off responses. Responses on FA coded as beer seem to be more unidimensional and 
clearr than the thoughts listed on IA. However, when it comes to choosing attrib-
utess in the selection phase of the IA method, this difference in types of responses 
onn this particular card is not influential. Witnessing respondents select the card 
beerr seemed that they selected it purely as the indication of the product, and not 
soo much because of the thoughts listed on it. 
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